Iron gathering by zoopathogenic fungi.
Iron is a metal required by most microorganisms and is prominently used in the transfer of electrons during metabolism. The gathering of iron is, then, an essential process and its fulfillment becomes a crucial pathogenetic event for zoopathogenic fungi. Iron is rather unavailable because it occurs on the earth's surface in its insoluble ferric form in oxides and hydroxides. In the infected host iron is bound to proteins such as transferrin and ferritin. Solubilization of ferric iron is the major problem confronting microorganisms. This process is achieved by two major mechanisms: ferric reduction and siderophore utilization. Ferric reductase is frequently accompanied by a copper oxidase transport system. There is one example of direct ferric iron transport apparently without prior reduction. Ferric reduction may also be accomplished by low molecular mass compounds. Some fungi have evolved a process of iron acquisition involving the synthesis of iron-gathering compounds called siderophores. Even those fungi that do not synthesize siderophores have developed permeases for transport of such compounds formed by other organisms. Fungi can also reductively release iron from siderophores and transport the ferrous iron often by the copper oxidase transport system. There is a great diversity of iron-gathering mechanisms expressed by pathogenic fungi and such diversity may be found even in a single species.